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Conclusion 
 

This dissertation has showed the intricate ways in which censorship, same-sex erotic/intimate 

practices, capital, and gay visibility are unexpectedly coming together on Chinese gay dating 

apps. One may argue that sexual censorship does not target gay apps in particular: these rules 

equally apply to heterosexual live streaming platforms. What makes gay dating apps a special 

case, however, is that they are the most important, if not the only, media space in which Chinese 

gay men arrange their personal and cultural lives. In China, as elsewhere, popular culture and 

online services are predominantly heterosexual. Romance, as expressed in media including films, 

television, and the internet, almost always takes place between a man and a woman. Homosexual 

relations, in contrast, are rarely represented. Likewise, online services including social 

networking, (micro)blogging, online shopping, and live streaming tend to reinforce 

heteronormativity in that they build on the gender binary between men and woman. As the rise 

of wanghong cultures described in Chapter 5 illustrates, mainstream live streaming tends to 

gender wanghong live streamers as female, for the objectified women’s bodies can lure 

consumption of virtual gifts from male viewers (Zhang & Hjorth, 2017). Against this backdrop, 

gay dating apps have become extremely important in negotiating with the government for more 

space for same-sex expression, erotic/intimate practices, and gay business. To that end, Chinese 

gay dating apps need to show their compliance with censorship and, on that basis, maneuver into 

a position from which development is possible. Hence, homosexual lives/economies and 

censorship are not always in conflict. Rather, they are often interdependent.  

To understand how centrally the state is involved in China’s digital gay economies,75 

particularly in the practices of censorship, I have examined censorship as an everyday lived 

reality in China. Instead of being a constraint imposed from without, censorship shapes and 

transforms gay lives in and through daily negotiations. The framework of the everyday lived 

reality of censorship aims to strip the word “censorship”, which is deeply rooted in notions of 

suppression and authoritarianism, of its charged associations. In this spirit, this dissertation puts 

forward a dialectical view of censorship, presenting it as a force that shapes both economic 

development and subject formation (de Kloet, 2010). I have argued that Blued, Aloha, and 

                                                
75 Travis Kong also discussed the Chinese state is centrally involved on knowledge production on homosexuality. 

See Kong. (2016). The sexual in Chinese sociology: Homosexuality studies in contemporary China. The 

Sociological Review, 64(3), 495-514. 
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ZANK were more than dating apps. Indeed, they extended into business platforms on which the 

sexual, cultural, and economic exchanges of millions of Chinese gay men took place every day. 

Censorship not only regulates the economic activities and shapes the business models of these 

gay dating apps. It also transforms users (who go from being daters to performative laborers), 

sexual/intimate practices, and gay male subjectivities. I have also argued that censorship operates 

on gay dating platforms and users in various, yet interconnected ways. More specifically, the 

state closely monitors content production but is involved in individuals’ online sexual expression 

only indirectly. The consequences of this divided governance are twofold. On the one hand, 

catering for the market without running afoul of regulations has compelled Chinese gay dating 

apps to take difficult measures. On the other hand, this twofold governance structure had also 

allowed individual gay men some creative agency. 

To create a reliable political environment for developing gay businesses, Danlan/Blued has 

kept a close watch on oscillations in government policies concerning homosexuality and adapted 

its economic activities accordingly. As discussed in Chapter 1, Danlan/Blued’s development 

over two decades demonstrates that its swift adjustments to an ever-changing regulatory 

environment have laid down a firm political foundation for economic growth. More specifically, 

the company now works closely with the government on HIV/AIDS issues, internet security (the 

company set up an internet police station), and CCP ideologies (it established a party work 

division). By putting itself under close government surveillance and translating its involvement 

in governmental programs into a form of representing homosexuality politically, Blued has 

brought homosexuality to the political fore, albeit in a particular way. 

 In contrast, ZANK’s negligible investment in censorship and indifference toward 

government policies (e.g., HIV/AIDS and internet security) made for an insecure political 

environment for its business expansion. As I observed, Blued live streaming also hosted 

transgressive erotic performances, such as occasional displays of nudity and transparent clothing. 

These did not constitute a threat to the platform, however, on account of Blued’s promptness in 

cutting off live streams that violated the Terms of Services, in addition to Blued’s close 

relationship and communication with government officials. Lacking channels through which to 

negotiate and appeal to the government, ZANK’s closure was made permanent (according to 

Ling Jueding in our third interview). Actively contributing to censorship, therefore, can produce 
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a sustained, thriving cultural space for homosexuality on the internet, albeit an increasingly 

normalized and heavily surveilled one. 

In Chapter 1, I have also discussed how the abstract goal of “recognition” has created space 

for the development of Danlan/Blued and how it borrowed the market term “vertical group” to 

refer to homosexuality, which had become too sensitive, to maneuver censorship. In contrast, 

ZANK was eager to turn tongzhi identity politics into an economic force. It tried to stimulate 

consumption by invoking shameful feelings of obscenity and pornography. Despite emphasizing 

economics in this way, ZANK’s business model of facilitating identity politics nonetheless drew 

the attention of the cyberspace administration department. ZANK was targeted in a crackdown. 

Its closure came without early warning and internal negotiation, and no notice of rectification 

after a prescribed time was issued (as had been the case with mainstream platforms such as 

Weibo and Baidu when their online services violated government regulations).  In a way, when 

Geng Le and Ling Jueding both said pink economies can propel forward gay politics in China, 

they did not mean the same thing. Geng Le completely entrusted gay politics to the market and 

wanted economies to produce political effects on their own terms. Ling Jueding, in contrast, 

hoped to harness the power of identity-motivated consumption to boost ZANK’s business. 

In approaching users, I have foregrounded lived, felt, and embodied experiences of using 

gay dating apps in a heavily censored environment. In Chapter 2, I have examined how Chinese 

gay men index themselves in Blued’s data system as they navigate their sexual and emotional 

lives using algorithms. Beginning as a secretive slang in Chinese male homosexual community 

during the 1990s and 2000s, the practice of representing the self through a sequence of numbers 

produced a data-based dating culture that circumvented censorship. Now, it has expanded 

beyond numerical digits to incorporate labels and tags. The data and algorithmic system of 

Chinese gay dating apps constitute a playground not only for dating, but also for labor 

competition on live streaming. Together, dating and labor inspire more data production, making 

sexually affective data the core corporate asset with which Chinese gay dating apps attract 

venture capital investments. In these processes, ordinary users are transformed from daters into 

performative laborers.  

Because of sexual censorship, gay live streamers depend on building an intimate connection 

with viewers for virtual gifts. Baym (2015, p.16) argues that “relationships built through 

relational labor can entail all the complex rewards and costs of personal relationships 
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independent of any money that comes from them. At the same time, the connections built 

through relational labor are always tied to earning money.” As such, gay streamers regularly 

perform relational labor through live streaming performances to foster affective encounters and 

intimate connections with viewers. In Chapter 3, I have investigated how censorship shapes these 

affective encounters, leading to virtual intimacy as opposed to explicit sexual situations. I 

discussed how heterosexually married gay men and gay men living in small cities seek emotional 

comfort in these virtual intimate spaces. Through paid virtual gifts that circulate as affective 

signs, live streaming intensifies viewers’ intimate attachments to gay streamers. In this way, 

Blued partly reinforces heteronormativity in China: as heterosexually married homo/bisexual 

viewers cultivate a habit of seeking same-sex intimacy on live streaming, the need to challenge 

the heterosexual order in these viewers’ real lives becomes less pressing. In light of the strong 

affective capacities of gender/body conforming gay streamers, Chinese gay dating apps promote 

selected gay men in schemes such as Blued’s “officially contracted steamers” and Aloha’s 

“wanghong program.” Consequently, these apps produce a form of homonormativity in the 

digital domain by awarding higher online visibility to those selected. 

The pursuit of online fame through implicitly erotic performances also provoked practices 

of feminine- and slut- shaming gay live streamers. In Chapter 5, I discussed how Chinese gay 

men shamed gay live streamers with reputations for eroticism by labeling them as wanghong and 

mingyuan. These shaming activities echo the normative values proscribed in sexual censorship, 

such as gender conformance and sexual conservatism. That said, there were also gay live 

streamers trying to transform these negative feelings into affirmative cultural qualities. No longer 

letting feminine and promiscuous anxieties dictate their online performances, these gay live 

streamers strengthened their sexual desirability through unabashed displays of sexiness. This 

defiance of normativity resonates with what Ling Jueding has described as a gay politics of 

“non-cooperation and civil disobedience,” as discussed in Chapter 1. This politics entails 

resisting censorship and its associated norms at a personal level. Viewed from this perspective, 

sexual desires have to be personalized and individually explored before they can produce 

political economic effects for social change (see also Sender, 2004). 

Given the contradictions of its implementation, China’s censorship regime can hardly be 

described simply as a constraint (it has been argued, for example, that the China’s censorship 

allows criticism of the regime, but curbs expressions that might provoke collective action – see 
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King, Pan, & Roberts, 2013). Nor can the development of digital platform-based gay economies 

and lives be easily equated with normative terms such as “progress”, “liberation”, and 

“inequality.” As this dissertation has demonstrated, gay dating platforms have certainly freed gay 

people’s sexual and emotional lives, and increased gay visibility in mainstream culture. 

Nonetheless, the compromises that these apps have struck with shifting censorship regimes also 

limit these positive changes. In this ongoing process, Chinese gay dating apps have become 

increasingly aligned with a wide range of state-dictated normative values. Thus, the development 

of gay digital platforms will proceed hand-in-hand with censorship’s normalizing tendencies. 

And China’s digital gay politics will be also characterized by this process of mutual adaption, 

with the government continually catching up with new technological developments and gay 

dating apps and their users adjusting to changing forms of control (Yang, 2014). 

Overall, this dissertation traverses three strands of scholarship: China studies (in particular 

in relation to media censorship), Chinese gay studies, and platform studies. The dynamics of 

China’s censorship regime have been argued to be “productive” for music productions (de Kloet, 

2010), “selective” in online criticism on the government (King, Pan, & Roberts, 2013), and 

“porous” when it comes to political information (Roberts, 2018). This study contributes to this 

strand of scholarship by illustrating how censorship can be a fertile ground on which gay 

economies and same-sex intimate practices in China proliferate, as I have shown in Chapters 1, 2 

and 5. For Chinese gay studies, this study shifts the focus of China’s gay cultural politics from 

identity formation (Chou, 2001; Wei, 2007; Ho, 2010; Kong, 2011; Bao, 2018), community 

organization (Deklerck & Wei, 2015; Bao,2018), media (mis)representation (Zheng, 2015; 

Chang & Ren, 2017), and LGBT activism (Engebretsen, 2015; Schroeder, 2015; Wei, 2015; 

Deklerck, 2017) to the everyday sexual and emotional desires and related personal and bodily 

performances afforded by digital platforms like Blued. For some, the articulation of one’s sexual 

and intimate desires has become a source of income, rather than of shame. This was particularly 

so for homosexual men who pursue fame on live streaming, they steered away from, and 

managed to tweak and subvert, the negative meanings associated with the labels of wanghong 

and mingyuan.  

For platform studies, this study expands the scope of dating app studies beyond the West. I 

have shown how, when compared to apps like Grindr, Blued is not only about hooking up, but 

has instead evolved into a multipurpose digital platform. Dating apps insofar have not featured 
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prominently in digital platform studies, and Chinese dating apps even less so. Scholarship of 

digital platforms has focused primarily on the so-called Big Five: Google, Apple, Facebook, 

Amazon, and Microsoft as well as other emerging mainstream platforms such as Uber and 

Airbnb (see van Dijck, Poell & de Waal, 2018; Nieborg & Poell, 2018; Nieborg & Helmond, 

2019; Srnicek, 2017, to name a few). When Chinese platforms are studies, it often concerns 

similar platforms: the mainstream ones such as Tencent (represented by its flagship messaging 

platform WeChat) and Alibaba (represented by its popular retailing website Taobao) have 

received significant scholarly attention (see, for example, the special issue of the Platformization 

of Chinese Society edited by de Kloet et al.). By bringing gay dating apps into the debate, this 

dissertation connects the sexual and intimate aspect of digital platforms to issues of political 

economy, relational labor, and algorithmic sociality. I have demonstrated how sexuality can be 

capitalized through fostering virtual same-sex intimacy on live streaming and producing sexually 

affective data through a combined use of gay apps’ multiple functionalities, as discussed in 

Chapters 3 and 4. 

Approaching the end of this dissertation, I would like to mention that, beginning in the 

second half 2018, an increasing number of middle-aged and senior males started to appear on 

Blued live streaming, where they would talk about their sexual and emotional desires. I briefly 

discussed this new development in the conclusions of Chapters 3 and 4. Unfortunately, I finished 

my fieldwork just as that phenomenon began. It remains unclear whether these middle-aged and 

senior homosexual or bisexual men are inspired by young gay men on live steaming. I did 

observe, however, that despite having likely hegemonic heteronormativity in real life, middle-

aged and senior homo/bisexual men started to take the stage and voice personal needs. The 

image put forward by these older users is different to that of viewers in the age groups that I have 

discussed in Chapter 3. Those viewers remained invisible. Not even providing real personal 

information on their dating app profiles, they interacted with young gay live streamers only 

virtually, by sending gifts. In view of this tendency to hiding themselves, the live streams of 

middle-aged and senior gay men indicate a positive change. No longer dominated by young 

people, it seems that live streaming encourages more people to pursue their personal sexual and 

emotional desires. Future studies would do well to further unpack how (self-)censorship has 

transformed their lives, particularly considering these middle-aged and senior men have lived 
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their youth time throughout the period that homosexual conducts in public was viewed as a 

hooligan crime while young generation gay men only thought it was the past history. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


